CAMPUS PLAN UPDATE

Jan 28 | Speakers Event 4:30-6:00 p.m. Bob Wright Centre, B150

Dr. Eric Higgs, Professor, School of Environmental Studies
Learning matters. Ecology matters. Planning matters. Dr. Higgs will draw on his fascination with ecological design and expertise in the restoration of ecosystems to inspire ideas about campus planning at the University of Victoria. He was a member of the appointed task force in 2003 that led to a change in campus planning, and a former member of the UVic Campus Planning Committee.

Antonio Gomez-Palacio, Principal, Dialog Design
Discover how Canadian universities have reinvented their campuses every couple of generations to adapt to an evolving social context. This is happening now—some universities will seize the moment and thrive; while others will languish. The difference will be in how they recognize and capitalize upon shifts in how we learn, and how we define the places where we choose to live, work, play, and study.

Feb 4 | Ideas Forum Drop-in between 12:00-2:00 p.m. or 6:00-8:00 p.m.
Michèle Pujol Room, Student Union Building

Contribute your ideas and shape the future Campus Plan! Your ideas and insights regarding land use, open spaces, natural areas, transportation, parking and future building siting are needed.

Win one of three $100 Bookstore gift cards!
www.uvic.ca/campusplanning